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90 years ago this month, a Yorkshireman achieved a sporting record
which still stands. His name (6,6) can be found in an anagram of the
mauve squares and is to be submitted with your entry.
His achievement was ten [15ac, yellow squares] for ten [blue
squares, reading down]. Correspondingly, ten clues (five each of
five and sevenletter solutions) are special: the solution given by the
wordplay does not match the definition. For these clues, in the
solution given by the wordplay, you must replace one instance of the
usual abbreviation for the blue squares with the usual abbreviation
for the yellow squares, to give a real word which matches the
definition. The words matching the definition are the words which
should be entered into the grid and submitted with your entry.
Clues are presented in alphabetical order of the solutions indicated
by the wordplay.

TUE

MON

WED

39 15ac

40 26aw

Caught and run out in
game, taken in by
opponents, trying to
protect these? (7)

After play’s end, idle
but beaten, concede
defeat (5)

A larger drawing
can be found on the
April overflow page
towards the back of
the calendar.

4 28aw

5 28up

6 24ba

At the end, England
side fights back — tops
tables (5)

THU

FRI

SAT

SUN

1 2d

2 27aw

Bracelet makes
throwing ability worse,
we’re told (7)

Australian Test's
beginning — lad missed Rising Pakistani
one of four in a year,
umpire, genial to the
being disorganised (2,3) core, no good (7)

7 6d

8 9to

9 9d

Against the odds, admits Some sent it legside in
failure to get out (7)
style (7)

Legendary bunch see
fair play (7)

Drunken sot Flintoff
Caught from Heathcliff’s sent outside, given the
reverse swipe (5)
cold treatment (7)

They chronicle effort
with leaguelosing
bowlers’ sessions (7)

11 11to

12 29ac

13 1d

14 10d

15 21ac

16 14ba

17 10to

Shifts, being swung out
— having missed
middle, clipping the
edge of off (5)

Introduces Fat Gatting
to open, striking about
from where batsmen
stand (7)

Blowers takes run out — Cool, refreshing liquid —
what a place for an
give it one minute and
Beaten in game, I
egg! (7)
rub it to medicate (4,3)
believe (7)

I’m male and mouthy —
it’s contrary to the
laws (7)

Below batting alongside
brother (5)

18 5d

19 12aw

20 13aw

21 17to

22 7ba

23 8ac

24 25aw

Team of three players
____, we’re told —
give out something to
drink (7)

Left bristly grassy
growths in wellmown
areas (5)

Maiden? You… you
never! (2,3)

Stokes, after over with
beamer, maybe, gets
an award (5)

Service fellow was
Valuing having Flintoff in Carried on and hit the
captain, and went on (7) the lead — skying it? (7) roof (5)

25 7d

26 25up

27 8to

28 30ba

29 16ac

30 20aw

31 3ba

They clean up, being
less cautious,
beginning to slog (7)

Branches out, missing
a Lara test (7)

Extras obtained from
off drives, costing
victory (5)

Lads messing about
with docker oddly get
injured (7)

They note down the
results of those hitting
boundaries (7)

Here’s a riddle: what’s
half of side and half of
eleven? (5)

Hits sixes; ultimately
lifts grand trophy (7)

32 18to

33 19ac

34 22to

35 19aw

36 23to

37 25ac

38 8d

Some unfortunate slip’s
hit irritatingly on the
nose — that’s a bit
fishy (5)

Plays mistakenly —
sadly May bowled
out (7)

Practice, Mark! (5)

Cry for the
Playing cricket, dropping
Cloth caps to the rear in commentator — ‘Help!
edges from Cook a
Lancashire league (5)
Being attacked!’ (7)
couple of times (5)

Yorkshireman (6,6)

3 4d

10 11d

Come together to host
nets training at the
home of the Ageas
Bowl (4,3)
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90 years ago this month, a Yorkshireman achieved a sporting record which still
stands. His name (6,6) can be found in an anagram of the mauve squares and is to
be submitted with your entry.
His achievement was ten [15ac, yellow squares] for ten [blue squares, reading
down]. Correspondingly, ten clues (five each of five and sevenletter solutions) are
special: the solution given by the wordplay does not match the definition. For these
clues, in the solution given by the wordplay, you must replace one instance of the
usual abbreviation for the blue squares with the usual abbreviation for the yellow
squares, to give a real word which matches the definition. The words matching the
definition are the words which should be entered into the grid and submitted with
your entry.
Clues are presented in alphabetical order of the solutions indicated by the wordplay.
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Enter online at 3dcalendarpuzzles.co.uk/latestpuzzles
or scan and email to calendarpuzzles@btinternet.com
by midnight 31 July 2022.
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